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Cuvinte cheie. Multicast, QoS, IPTV. 
Rezumat. Această lucrare prezintă arhitectura şi 
implementarea unui sistem intra-domeniu de IP 
multicast cu garantarea calităţii, functionând ca o com-
ponentă a unui sistem de multicast la nivel aplicaţie ce 
se întinde peste multiple domenii IP. Scopul arborelui 
de multicast este să ofere suport pentru transportul de 
fluxuri de timp real cu garanţii capăt la capăt. Avantajul 
soluţiei prezentate constă în posibilitatea folosirii 
capabilităţilor de multicast la nivel IP în domeniile care 
au support pentru multicast. O altă realizare constă în 
integrarea controlului de multicast IP (cu capacitate de 
garantare a calităţii) în sistemul integrat multi-domeniu 
definit în cadrul ENTHRONE FP6 Integrated Project. 
Sistemul este implementat în platformele de test 
realizate în cadrul proiectului ENTHRONE. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an architecture and 
implementation of an intra-domain QoS enabled 
IP multicast, working as a component inside of an 
overlay multicast system spanning multiple IP 
domains. The goal of the overlay tree is to offer a 
transport support for real-time multimedia flows with 
end to end (E2E) QoS guarantees. The advantage 
of the proposed approach consists in the possible 
usage of IP multicast in those domains where IP 
multicast is supported. Another achievement is the 
inclusion of IP multicast management (with QoS 
added capabilities) in a multi-domain management 
system defined in the framework of ENTHRONE 
FP6 Integrated Project. The system is currently 
implemented in the ENTHRONE Testbeds. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Multimedia* streams delivery over multiple-domains, 

with end-to-end (E2E) controlled/ guaranteed quality 

of services (QoS), represents today an important 

Internet service. Despite numerous solutions and 

approaches proposed and implemented the problem 

is still open especially in a multiple-domain context. 

Various solutions have been proposed in the 

literature to overcome the “best effort” characte-

ristics of the native Internet. 

                                                 
* „Politehnica” University, Bucharest, riorga@elcom.pub.ro, 

Eugen.Borcoci@elcom.pub.ro, serban@radio.pub.ro. 

The FP6 IST-507637 project “End-to-End QoS 

through Integrated Management of Content, Networks 

and Terminals” (ENTHRONE)1 has proposed an 
architecture that creates Audio/Video (A/V) service 

distribution chains ([8],[9]) with support for content 
generation and protection, distribution across QoS-

enabled heterogeneous networks and the delivery of 
content to user terminals. 

Streams are basically transported inside unicast 

pipes composed of traffic trunks (TTs) concatenation, 
having reserved resources. Each TT belongs to one 

of the QoS service class defined. Based on those 

                                                 
1 This work has been supported by IST FP6 038463 

ENTHRONE Project. 
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unicast TTs a multicast service is also possible, 
while constructed at overlay level. A multicast 

manager computes and builds (at requests) overlay 
multicast trees, which may span several IP domains. 

The ENTHRONE solution, while applying overlay 

multicast, can also take advantage of the existence 

of IP multicast (if it is available) in the last core 

domain. It is known that IP multicast has obvious 

advantages over the overlay multicast especially in 

terms of load on network nodes. Many network nodes 

have hardware capabilities to route IP multicast 

packets and this is obviously a lot faster than 

software routing. Also, last core domain is connected 

to the Access Network (AN), where there can be 

many users, so IP multicast is a natural choice. 

Overlay multicast would only get IP unicast packets 

to AN, and from that point would be unicast streams 

to each client. 

The paper presents a solution to integrate IP 

multicast with Overlay multicast but it can also be 

used for pure unicast traffic with some changes. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 

gives a large overview of the ENTHRONE multicast 

overlay system and locates the IP multicast sub-

system; section 3 describes the IP multicast sub-

system; section 4 presents the conclusions and 

future plans. 

2. ENTHRONE Multicast Overall System 

Architecture 

2.1. ENTHRONE Network Overview 

ENTHRONE European project aims to deliver 

end-to-end traffic with promised quality. Figure 1 

presents a large view of the main entities involved in 

ENTHRONE. 

Given a chain of autonomous systems, Enthrone 

system will build inter-domain unicast TTs from the 

CS (Content Server) to CC (Content Consumer). SP 

(Service Provider) is the entity that allows users to 

receive data based on a contract. After contracts 

were made, the system has to take care that it can 

deliver what it has been promised. It will do that in a 

distributed manner. Main actors involved in the 

communication chain at the network level are the 

NSMs (Network Service managers). They are 

managers activating at the service level and they are 

in charge with inter-domain management activities. 

For the local domain they relay on the services 

offered by the local domain manager (Intra-domain 

Network Resource Manager - NRM). Details can be 

found in [8] and [9]. 
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Fig. 1. ENTHRONE Network overview 

2.2. Overlay Multicast 

Overlay Multicast, also known as End System or 

Peer-to-Peer Multicast, is an alternative approach to 

IP Multicast to deliver high bandwidth multi-source 

multicast among widely distributed nodes. The limited 

deployment of IP on large scale networks, led to 

considerable interest in alternate approaches that 

are implemented at Application Layer, instead of the 

Network Layer. The Figure 2 presents the ENTHRONE 

E-cast tree topology 
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In ENTHRONE the overlay multicast system is 

called E-Cast(o) and the nodes used to replicate 

the packets are called E-Cast Nodes. The overlay 

multicast tree is built and managed on top of the 

SLS (Service Level Specification) framework. The 

nodes are connected, by unicast pSLS-links (provider 

SLS) in a tree, from content provider to the different 

access networks to which CCs (Content Consumer) 

are connected. A more detailed view of the Overlay 

Multicast can be found in [5], [6], [7] and [10]. 
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Notations: 

– NSM&NRM@NP – aggregated short notation for 

Network Service Manager and Intra-domain Network 

Resource Manager at NP (Network Provider). 

– AN – Access Network; CC – Content Consumer 

 
Fig. 2. ENTHRONE E-cast Tree Topology. 

2.3. IP Multicast 

Using IP multicast at the edge domains of the 

multicast delivery multi-domain system increases the 

scalability of the overall E-cast system because IP 

Multicast reduces drastically the consumed bandwidth. 

In ENTHRONE it is the responsibility of the SP and 

NP at last leaf IP domain and Access Network to 

decide to use or not IP level multicast. 

Protocol-Independent Multicast (PIM) is a family 

of IP multicast routing protocols that can provide 

one-to-many and many-to-many distribution of data 

over the Internet. The "protocol-independent" part 

refers to the fact that PIM does not include its own 

topology discovery mechanism, but instead uses 

routing information supplied by other traditional 

routing protocols such as Border Gateway Protocol 

(BGP). 

In ENTHRONE two variants have been analyzed: 

• PIM Sparse Mode (PIM-SM [2]) explicitly builds 

unidirectional shared trees rooted at a Rendezvous 

Point (RP) per group, and optionally creates shortest-

path trees per source. PIM-SM generally scales fairly 

well for wide-area usage. 

• PIM Source Specific Multicast (PIM-SSM) builds 

trees that are rooted in just one source, offering a 

more secure and scalable model for a limited amount 

of applications (mostly broadcasting of content). In 

SSM, an IP datagram is transmitted by a source S to 

an SSM destination address G, and receivers can 

receive this datagram by subscribing to channel 

(S,G). 

In ENTHRONE, the PIM-SM/SSM will be used in 

the last leaf IP domain. The source will be an E-Cast 

Node, called E-Cast X Layer Node, and the protocol 

used for managing the groups will be IGMP (Internet 

Group Management Protocol [3]). 

2.4 ENTHRONE multicast concepts 

• Multicast pSLS Subscription 
Mc_pSLS subscription means at high level view 

establishing a contract for a connectivity service 

offered by a provider. The contract is first requested 

by the McastMngr@SP (Multicast Manager at Service 

Provider) to NetSrvMngr@SP (Network Service 

Manager at Service Provider) for a multicast tree 

connectivity service and the latter initiates negotiation 
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actions to the downstream NetSrvMngr@NPs 

(Network Service Manager at Network Provider). 

• Multicast pSLS Invocation 

The mc_pSLS invocation for a previously sub-

scribed multicast tree is a set of actions through which 

the McastMngr@SP requests to NetSrvMngr@SP to 

trigger installation in the network of the tree (total or 

partial installation – in terms of bandwidth and set of 

branches). Therefore the invocation parameters can 

be the full set of pSLS parameters or a subset. 

• Multicast cSLS Subscription  

and invocation 

The mc_cSLS-tree should be subscribed and 

invoked just before distributing the TV channels 

streams downstream the tree. Optionally (and usually) 

the subscription may be followed by invocation. The 

McastMngr@SP is initiating these actions and issues 

requests to NetSrvMngr@SP. 

3. IP Multicast in ENTHRONE system 

3.1 IP multicast entities 

Figure 3 show an overall view of the last core 

domain in which IP multicast sub-system will be 

deployed. 
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Fig. 3. IP multicast sub-system overview. 

Actual building of the IP multicast tree is not the 

scope of ENTHRONE or this paper. For the actual 

building, PIM-SM protocol was used for two main 

reasons: 

• It is an used and accepted multicast protocol; 

• There are Open Source implementation that 

can be used (Actual implementation of PIM-SM is 

also out of scope) [4]. 

The task was to integrate PIM-SM with its 

functionality and entities into the ENTHRONE 

architecture. The main entities involved in the tree 

construction and actual forwarding of data and their 

roles are: 

• EXN – X-Layer E-Cast Node – node used as a 

source for the PIM-SM tree. It will transform the 

unicast packets into native multicast packets by 

changing the destination IP and MAC addresses. 

Any necessary CRC will also be recalculated; 

• Transit routers – are in fact the routers inside 

the domain responsible for building the tree and 

forward native IP multicast data; 

• Edge routers – same as the transit routers. 

However they have more functionalities, discussed 

in the section 3.3; 

• Ingress router – this node has an important role 

as it will be the Rendezvous Point (RP) of the PIM-

SM tree; 

• McastMgr@NP – Multicast manager at Network 

Provider – it is the entity that communicates to the 

central node of ENTHRONE multicast system. It 

also is responsible for sending command to the 

other IP multicast entities involved.  It is part of the 

Network Service Manager. 

PIM-SM is called independent because it does 

not have any way of finding the unicast routes used 

to create the multicast tree. Therefore, it is assumed 

in the present paper that routes with QoS are 

already found by the Intra-domain Network 

Resource Manager. 
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3.2. IP multicast – external modules 

Like stated before it was not the scope of 

ENTHRONE or of this paper to describe or 

implement well known multicast protocols. In this 

case PIM-SM. Therefore, a third-party module has 

been used. It is called XORP [4].  It is a software 

module capable of finding unicast routes and of 

creating multicast trees using PIM-SM. It offers 

many ways of configuring it: configuration files, CLI 

(command line interface), API’s. For this imple-

mentation CLI has been used. 

3.3. IP multicast functionality 

The best way to describe how the sub-system 

works is to take each phase described in section 2.4 

and see how IP multicast reacts to each of the phases. 

3.3.1. IP multicast - mc_pSLS subscription 

Whenever McastMngr@SP decides that a new 

IP multicast tree is needed in one of the last 

domains it will trigger a request to NetServMgr@NP. 

The latter will check if there are available resources 

and if so it will forward the request to McastMngr@NP. 

The request should contain information like: EXN 

IP address, ingress node IP address, class of 

service, and the set of egress routers. 

Tree id and DSCP code are sent first to 

McastMngr@NP. The reason for that is that the 

administrator is allowed to configure at the beginning 

multicast IP prefixes for given DSCP codes. So 

based on administrator configuration and DSCP 

code received, McastMngr@NP will reserve an IP 

multicast prefix. From this pool of addresses, there 

will be given exact IP addresses to different trees 

installed in the network. Because the number of 

egress routers is unknown, so there is no way of 

knowing how much memory will be needed, the 

solution chosen was to use XML file to transport the 

information. The format of the XML file is: 
<mc_psls_sub> 

<tree_id>1234</tree_id> 

<exn_ip>10.100.100.250</exn_ip> 

<rp>10.3.2.143</rp> 

<egress_ip>10.10.10.39</egress_ip> 

<egress_ip>10.200.20.25</egress_ip> 

<end></end> 

<tree_id>5678</tree_id> 

..... 

<end></end> 

</mc_psls_sub> 

Upon receiving this information, McastMngr@NP 

will create an entry for the new request with tree_id 

and all other information. At this point no other entity 

is involved. 

3.3.2. IP multicast - mc_pSLS invocation 

Invocation phase is also triggered by the 

McastMngr@SP and is a request to actual install in 

the network the tree subscribed earlier. 

McastMngr@NP will receive this command, and 

this will trigger the following actions: 

• The node reserved for the tree_id will be 

looked up; 

• A list with all the routers will be build (EXN, 

ingress and egress given in subscription phase, and 

also transit routers. Topology (transit routers) can be 

statically defined by the administrator, or they can be 

found out from the Intra-domain Network Resource 

Manager); 

• For each router in the above list a message is 

send containing: 

o Group prefix – the one chosen in sub-

scription phase; 

o RP – ingress router; 

• Each node has a different agent running which 

only waits for messages from McastMngr@NP. If the 

message is received XORP will be configured with 
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the above data. This is needed because the way 

XORP works: first one needs to configure the RP for 

a given IP prefix. And later when a PIM Join request 

is received for a particular group, XORP will build 

the tree starting from the RP. 

3.3.3. IP multicast - mc_cSLS subscription 

This phase means that, inside a traffic trunk 

already reserved, someone asked for a traffic 

stream (IPTV stream). 

McastMngr@NP receives the request, which is 

the tree_id and mc_csls_id. Having the tree_id, 

McastMngr@NP can search for the next free IP 

address, from the pool of addresses reserved for the 

given tree_id. All other entities have nothing to do in 

this phase. 

3.3.4. IP multicast - mc_cSLS invocation 

This is the final phase, in which the multicast tree 

is build and traffic starts to flow. McastMngr@NP will 

receive the same information as in the case of 

mc_cSLS subscription. Upon receiving the request, 

McastMngr@NP will send messages to: 

• Egress routers; 

• EXN. 

Egress routers have the role of generating 

dummy IGMP request towards the domain. In this 

way XORP, is forced to build the multicast trees as 

instructed in other phases. This is done as it is a 

request by ENTHRONE to send traffic to the AN’s 

border, even if there are no actually client there yet. 

EXN needs to know the mc_csls_id and the IP 

address that has been associated with it. When 

traffic will start to flow and arrive at EXN, this one 

will look after the mc_csls_id encapsulated into the 

packet, and based on that and the mapping received 

will change each packet from unicast to multicast 

using the IP address given. 

From clients point of view there are 2 cases: 

• They are multicast capable, in which case they 

need to know the IP address of the tree on which the 

traffic they are interested to flows. This can be done 

by, instructing the content servers to send the IP 

address when a request is made. 

• They are not multicast capable, in which case, 

a solution with another EXN can be adopted. This 

EXN will reside in each AN, and will do the opposite 

of what the one form ingress does. This implies 

many other problems, in terms of delay because it 

will have to take each multicast packet, make it 

unicast according to the IP of the client that are 

subscribed to it, and multiply the packet as many 

times as needed. 

4. Conclusion and future steps 

At this point there is no way of telling if this 

approach will improve the overall behavior compared 

to say no multicast in last core domain. Further 

testing and measurements will be done to know for 

sure if the improvement worth the effort. 

The obvious idea that comes to mind is that 

maybe this solution should be used in other domains 

also not only the last one. The change from multicast 

to unicast at egress from domain might be too much 

in terms of delay. But without testing there is no way 

of knowing it for sure. Given this idea, maybe a 

protocol to synchronize the way IP multicast is done 

in each domain can be done, and speed things a 

little bit this way. 
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